New General Service List – 2,151-2,200
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inspire
whisper
hunt
toy
welfare
everyday
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constraint
perceive
ease
solid

2162. prisoner
2163. expansion
2164. agricultural
2165. virtually
2166. knee
2167. album
2168. bend
2169. exposure
2170. alter
2171. digital
2172. pour
2173. satisfaction
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tension
wet
perception
dimension

2178. tight
2179. restore
2180. beer
2181. sweep
2182. interpret
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to make someone feel that they want to do something and can do it
to speak very softly or quietly
to chase and kill wild animals for food or pleasure
something a child plays with
a program for poor or unemployed people help living
used or seen every day; suitable for every day
a white or gray mass in the sky that is made of many very small drops
of water
something that limits what you can do
to notice or become aware of something
freedom from pain or trouble; comfort of body or mind
firm or hard; not having the form of a gas or liquid
someone who is being kept in prison as a punishment or because they
have been caught by an enemy
when something increases in size or amount
the work and methods of growing crops and looking after animals
which are then used for food
almost
the joint that bends at the middle of your leg
several songs or pieces of music on a CD or record; a book in which
you keep photographs or stamps
to use force to cause something, such as a wire or pipe to become
curved
when someone experiences something or is affected by it because they
are in a particular situation or place
to change a part of something
electronic systems that change sounds or images into signals in the
form of binary numbers
to cause something to flow in a steady stream from or into a container
or place
a happy or pleased feeling because of something that you did or
something that happened to you
a feeling that you are nervous, worried, and not relaxed
covered or soaked with water or another liquid; not dry
what you think or believe about someone or something
a measurable extent of length, width, or height
difficult to move; fastened, attached, or held in a position that is not
easy to move
to put or bring back into existence or use, mend
an alcoholic drink made from grain, or a glass or container of this drink
to remove something, such as dust or dirt from a surface with a broom
or brush or with a quick movement of your hand or fingers
to understand or translate the meaning of something

2183. assist
2184. crew
2185. essay
2186. assure
2187. anger
2188. deposit
2189. shower
2190. string
2191.
2192.
2193.
2194.
2195.
2196.
2197.

elderly
extensive
truck
uniform
mood
detect
beneath

2198. shadow
2199. mode
2200. territory

v
n
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to support or help someone
a team of people with special skills who work together
a short piece of writing about a particular subject, especially one
written by a student
v
to make sure of something
n
a strong feeling of being upset or annoyed because of something
wrong or bad
n
a partial payment that you make immediately as proof that you will
later pay for something in full
n
a device that produces a spray of water for you to stand under and
wash your body
n
a long, thin piece of twisted thread that you use to attach things, tie
things together, or hang things
adj a more polite word for 'old', used to describe people
adj large in size or amount; very full or complete
n
a large road vehicle for carrying goods from place to place
n
same designed clothing that identifies belongings
n
the way someone feels at a particular time
v
to discover or identify the presence of something
prep in or to a lower position; below
n
a dark shape that appears on a surface when someone or something
moves between the surface and a source of light
n
a particular form, way or type of something
n
land that is owned or controlled by a particular country

